MARITIME WARFARE COURSE
TACTICAL MODULE

WHO DRIVES YOUR WARSHIP ?
And maybe even more important than that question is, who trained your driver? Modern warships resemble
F1 racing cars in complexity. They are definitely more expensive and losing the race is infinitely more
disappointing. Buying a state of the art ship is only part of the solution. The other part is getting a crew ready
to sail and operate that ship effectively. Crucial in that part is the ability of warfare officers to drive a ship in
such a way that his commanding officer can fulfil his mission.
WINNING IS ABOUT TACTICS
F1 races are won by those by with the combination of
the best cars AND the drivers having the tactics to
outsmart their opponents. But tactics are far more
than just knowing when to push buttons. It also
requires knowledge of the track, weather and
opponents. Making the right choice at the right time
produces winners.
“IN NAVAL WARFARE IT IS NO DIFFERENT”

NAVTRAIN’S MARITIME WARFARE COURSE
NAVTRAIN International’s Maritime Warfare Course offers
a range of modules, educating and training your officers to
become the best warfare officers.
I. Tactical Module: Starting at the tactical level it allows
them to grow and become efficient leaders on board of
your combatants
II. Operational Planning Module: A follow-on course to
train your officers at staff level in naval operations
III. Amphibious module: A follow-on course to train your
officers, naval and marines in Amphibious operations
NAVTRAIN also offers assistance in training your crew in
bringing them to the required readiness level. Finally, we can
support your navy at sea, in keeping that readiness high.
“HITTING A TARGET YOU CANNOT FIND IS VERY DIFFICULT”
IT BEGINS WITH TACTICS
Training naval officers in the principles of naval warfare is what
NAVTRAIN can do for you. A highly intensive tactical course
makes them thoroughly understand the tactical choices that can or must be made in a warship. Knowing
how to build a recognized maritime picture, finding a contact in either an empty sea or an overload of data,
outsmarting stronger opponents when they appear stronger, getting the initiative when under pressure, that
is what you officers will learn.
HOW….?
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MARITIME WARFARE COURSE
TACTICAL MODULE
TRAINING PROGRAM
The tactical course covers eight weeks of intense learning
and training. It starts with understanding ship, mission
and environment, in order to understand how to build a
maritime picture. It then introduces the basics in the
three principal warfare types of naval warfare; Surface,
Anti-air and Anti-submarine. The last three weeks brings
all this together to test the student and enable him to rise
above himself. Almost half of the time is spent training in
specifically for this course designed games.
GRADUATING AS WARFARE OFFICER
Successfully finishing the course requires commitment,
endurance and mental strength. It demands hard work
and the ability to learn from mistakes. Only with these
characteristics a student will graduate from NAVTRAIN
tactical course. But only the very best can achieve a
GOOD result. They are the ones that show the highest
promise for the future. It is up to them to keep the
promise for their navy.
PERSONAL TRAINING
Your students will be trained by some of the best tactical officers the Royal Netherlands Navy has produced.
The course was designed and is supervised by a former RNLN Commander that also designed the RNLN PWO
course and trained over a hundred officers. Students are given personal feedback during the course and may
give feedback themselves as NAVTRAIN aims to continuously improve and remain up to date. Naval
authorities will be asked to assist in that feedback, because we aim to deliver you the drivers for your
warships.
MORE THAN JUST TRAINING
Taking breaks is effective training, more than using every hour available in class. The students will receive
enough rest while maintaining a high tempo. These resting periods might be an hour for study, or if necessary,
it can be used for personal assistance. In addition, days or occasional afternoons are planned to enjoy the
cultural, scientific or innovative capabilities in the Netherlands. Charging your battery is essential...
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